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In the Project Space, DC Moore Gallery is pleased to present Nearby, a group exhibition of four artists who explore 
space, scale, perspective, and the quiet allure of the everyday. From the trompe l’oeil surface of Michal Cline’s A.H. 
to Debra Bermingham’s twilit still lifes, this group complements Alexi Worth’s concurrent exhibition, States, which 
shows the artist’s preoccupation with the firsthand, close-up sensation of sight. Both exhibitions are on view through 
June 15, 2013.  
 
Debra Bermingham’s atmospheric paintings of interiors are sparsely dotted with miniatures (ships and soldiers) 
and everyday objects (teacups and spoons). Their bare backgrounds bring the focus to the shadowy objects and 
the irregular angles from which we view their tabletops. Bermingham’s works are included in the public collections 
of The Art Institute of Chicago and The Brooklyn Museum of Art, among others. She is based in upstate New York.  
 
Michael Cline’s A.H. is a trompe l’oeil depiction of a makeshift tree-trunk memorial. A portrait of the Russian 
occultist Helena Blavatsky hangs from rope, as do other photographs, notes, and a half-burned candle. The objects 
are personal, rendered even more intimate by their scale, but simultaneously anonymous. Cline lives and works in 
New York and has been exhibiting in the US and abroad since the early 2000s.  
 
Siobhan McBride’s small gesso paintings on paper, mounted to board, show commonplace but eerie interior 
spaces, starkly delineated and devoid of human occupants. McBride was born in Seoul, South Korea and has been 
the recipient of many awards and residencies since 2005. Her most recent solo exhibition, Never While You’re 
Sleeping…, was at NURTUREart in Brooklyn earlier this year. 
 
Dushko Petrovich is a painter and writer who cofounded Paper Monument, a journal of contemporary art. On view 
in this exhibition are his small, monochromatic “Black Flower” paintings as well as works on paper featuring imagery 
from an imaginary Latin American truck, emblazoned “El Oso Carnal” (“the carnal bear”). Petrovich was born in 
Quito, Ecuador and has taught at Boston University, Rhode Island School of Design, and Yale University.  
 
DC MOORE GALLERY specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open Tuesday 
through Saturday from 10 am to 6 pm. Press previews can be arranged prior to the exhibition. For more information, 
for photographs, or to arrange a viewing, please contact Meg Bowers at mbowers@dcmooregallery.com. 
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DC MOORE GALLERY is pleased to present its first exhibition by Darren Waterston, Remote Futures.
This recent body of work explores the allure and menace of utopian fantasy, where an imagined, idealized paradise
holds within it a disconcerting future.

Waterston has often engaged with mythological, theological, and natural histories while proposing visual depictions
of the ineffable that transcend the picture plane. In Remote Futures, there is evidence of human life in the fragments
of architecture—temples, cathedrals, ziggurats, bridges—that emerge from the organic detritus. These scenes
evoke places of refuge, offering an escape from the processes of time and mortality. For Waterston, however,
utopian potential is untenable as such. With abstracted elements that are both corporeal and celestial, Waterston’s
scenes become simultaneously Edenic and dystopian.

Waterston’s formal approach complements his thematic interest in divergence. His painterly technique is drawn from
both the Italian Renaissance—he layers oils and viscous glazes over gessoed wood panels—and traditional Japanese
painting methods such as calligraphic brushwork. These moments of technical precision, however, are no sooner
perceived than they are obscured. The resulting ethereal visions evoke both distant pasts and fantastical futures.

Darren Waterston lives and works in New York, NY. His work is featured in permanent collections including Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, CA; Seattle Art Museum, WA; and Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX. Waterston’s
upcoming projects include an editioned, large-format print portfolio commissioned by the Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco, to be published in conjunction with an exhibition in May 2013. MASS MoCA will also host a major
installation by Waterston in the fall of 2013.

DC Moore Gallery specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open Tuesday through
Saturday from 10 am to 6 pm. Press previews can be arranged prior to the exhibition. For more information,
for photographs, or to arrange a viewing, please contact Meg Bowers at mbowers@dcmooregallery.com.
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OCTOBER 4 – NOVEMBER 3, 2012

OPENING RECEPTION 
OCTOBER 4, 6 – 8 PM

A catalogue with an essay by Jim Voorhies
will be available.

Agony in the Garden, 2012. Oil on wood panel, 36 x 36 inches.
Debra Bermingham, The King of Denmark's Galliard, 2010. Oil on panel, 22 1/2 x 69 in. 
 


